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It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. May in Honda. So, is anyone as interested in
this model as I am? Regardless of the other stuff, I really hope the last one isn't true. Me, I know
I would be at the head of the line for one, provided it has really good fuel economy. And hey, it's
a 2-seater for which they are targeting a curb weight of pounds or less, so how much gas could
it really consume?! The most recent concept model not only looks great, it looks mostly DONE,
like Honda could really put this on the market as soon as next summer as a model. But please
skip the 19" rims, Honda! Is there still a market for sporty 2-seaters? Would you want to see a
hybrid, or would a gas-powered model be fine? May I think it should be offered in standard
form, for those who value the attributes associated with lighter weight and low price over the
lowest fuel consumption, and a hybrid version, for those that put the highest priority on fuel
economy. I also believe Honda will offer a Civic-size hybrid sedan or four door hatchback, to
compete with the Prius. I'm very interested in the '09 next generation Fix, and would love to see
the upcoming CRX based on the Fix platform. I'm not encouraged that this won't happen,
though. So you may get your wish! Certainly, that would be encouraging from the point of view
of keeping price down and increasing the likelihood that it will be sold in America. I agree with
you that they should offer a base model with a gas engine for lower price, as well as a
higher-priced hybrid. Honda is going hybrid for fuel savings these days, not employing its old
tricks for that purpose. In terms of your light weight comment, I kinda hope they offer a version
with crank windows and other equipment reductions so they can keep the weight really low. As
such, it delivered excellent fuel economy, but at the expense of "fun-to-drive. The upshot is that
I'd prefer a light hybrid such as GM offers in certain models to very tall gearing, for extra fuel
economy. If you were offered the choice of, A a standard CR-Z; B a HF version both at the same
or similar price ; C a hybrid version, at a higher price, which would you choose? I'd probably
choose A , for the fun-to-drive factor, plus good, but not stellar, fuel economy. I might go for C if
the driving dynamics weren't too adversely affected by the hybrid's greater weight, but I'd take a
pass on B. I wouldn't hold my breath for crank windows. I think that Honda has positioned itself
as a manufacturer of economical, but not cheap, vehicles, which precludes these types of
manual devices for the vehicles it sells in the developed countries, at least. Even today you can
buy a Civic with crank windows. That's a great way to reduce weight and long-term maintenance
cost, another is manual outside mirrors. I'm looking for a 50 mpg car to replace my current car,
and as much as I would like to think that Honda could get to 50 mpg on gas alone with weight
reductions and sophisticated engine management, I don't think they can. Now with a hybrid
powertrain, I bet they could, and maybe go even further. One thing I really love about this car is
the looks - looks better to me than the Civic coupe, while mimicking some of its lines for a
family resemblance. I'm not too crazy about the styling. I prefer the styling of the Kia coup
concept that's likely to go into production can't remember the model name at this time. The Kia
coupe concept I'm thinking about is called the Koup appropriately enough. Based on the
pictures, I prefer the styling of the Kia over the Honda. I kinda like it, even though I am still a fan
of the boxy style of the last CRX. This one looks similar in some ways to the RSX, when that
was still around. He did not say what the price of the vehicle would be. But he said the new
hybrid will be a five-door sedan seating five passengers, and it will feature new technology that
reduces the size and weight of the hybrid system to increase fuel efficiency. Honda plans to sell
, hybrids per year sometime after , he said. To expand hybrid sales, Honda will introduce a new
sporty hybrid based on the CR-Z model, a Civic hybrid and a hybrid model of the Fit
subcompact, which is sold as the Jazz in Europe, in addition to the new hybrid going on sale
next year, Fukui said. From this it looks like Acura will look to diesels for fuel economy gains.
The TSX will offer a diesel engine option next year. Unfortunately, in the U. This new hybrid
5-door not the CR-Z, a different model expected to arrive next spring and undercut the Civic
hybrid in price will probably end up being their lowest-priced hybrid model. I would expect the
CR-Z hybrid to cost more, maybe as much as a base Prius but with a completely different
mission from the Prius. But hey, the best part of this news is merely the fact that with this
announcement, Honda seems a lot more committed than it has been to bringing the CR-Z to the
U. I like that kind of news! The cost of diesel is meanigless unless you compare to its relative
gains. I expect that spread to narrow in the long term. July Try going for a run in France and
you're lungs will tell you diesel sucks. They will go hybrid instead with this one. They are saving
the diesels for their larger models. This car looks really nice. Hopefully it is nice and low in
weight when it finally arrives, then a small hybrid powertrain would be perfectly adequate, and
50 mpg might be in order dare I hope! August Actually, I have, and my lungs say different. The
diesels of today are not any dirtier than ULEV cars - they can't be, they have to meet the same
emission rules as gassers. October The CR-Z will form the basis of a new small coupe hybrid

that will join the growing Honda hybrid line-up and further broaden the appeal of low CO2
vehicles. If they make it light enough they could also plug in the powertrain from the Fit, and it
should be able to exceed Fit's fuel economy just running on gas. I wonder if the debut date for
the CRZ will slip back now that the economy has taken such a turn for the worse. I know they
are holding firm to the April '09 release date for the Insight. The original indication was that the
CRZ would be released Fall ' I see that nowhere at the Paris show were they talking dates for the
release of the CRZ. November I would hope for 60 mpg, but would I be hoping for too much?
With all those pounds shed, CRZ could probably rely more of the time on the electrics and burn
less gas as a result. Honda Motor Co. Dealers have asked Honda to produce a gasoline-powered
version as well. Honda is considering a gasoline version, says Dan Bonawitz, vice president of
automobile corporate planning and logistics for American Honda Motor Co. But he was not
enthusiastic. I don't mind if the CRZ is only sold as a hybrid, but I'm afraid that if it is going to
use the same IMA powertrain as the current Civic, as has been rumored, there will be no manual
version. How can they sell a sport coupe without a stick shift? Skip the gasoline model if you
must, Honda, but whatever you do don't skip the manual!! December I have also been informed
that it will have a 1. There are also roomers of a synchronous gear box with paddle change. Well
that's fabulous performance, but I don't want paddle shifters, I want a conventional 3-pedal
manual. I am still crossing my fingers, but if this model continues to be part of Honda's
much-touted new hybrid plan, they may forget the manual and offer only an auto-IMA combo. In
which case my interest in it would be at an end. Yes I agree have driven the Civic hybrid and its
an old ladies car because of the gearbox, if you put a bigger power unit in it still will be no fun to
drive. Honda can make or break the CRZ by not doing things like not putting in a manual gear
box or putting smaller wheels on it and by sticking the new Insight dash and seating in. Have a
nasty feeling that what we see now will not materialize and we will end up with a two door
sporty Insight in which case time to find something better for your next new car. Yes, a 2-door
version of the Insight is my worst nightmare of what this car could become by the time it is
released. Now the original Insight also had IMA, but it had a stick. And folks have said it was
actually fairly fun once you put proper rolling stock on it space in the wheel wells was a limiting
factor due to the tiny size of the stock rims and bigger sway bars front and back, and removed
the silly air dams covering the rear wheels. That IMA powertrain had a smaller engine than the
current Civic hybrid does. Rebuild the Insight, with the bigger motor, the proper chassis
upgrades, and the stick it had before as at least an option, and you could really be TALKING. Of
course, the original Insight was made entirely of aluminum or something, which would be
impossible this time around, so keeping weight down will be the crucial challenge. Here is a
report on the CRZ done by Auto express. You might want to wait for this This week, the
company announced that the car will go on sale in To find out what we can expect, Auto
Express caught up with it in more detail at an exclusive photoshoot. Although the firm remains
tight-lipped about the exact nature of the unit, our sources report that it will be tuned for
performance. Expected to use the chassis developed for the Japanese Civic, the car will get
all-round independent suspension and the latest platform technology. Looks like Europeans will
be the first to partake of the spiritual successor to the much missed CR-X when it goes on sale
there first around the end of the decade. The original CR-X was a small, lightweight hatchback
that by virtue of its size was a fun car despite its small, efficient engine. Likewise, we expect the
production CR-Z coupe to be small, fun and efficient, but this time utilize Honda's updated
Integrated Motor Assist hybrid system to make it happen. Since Europe will be the car's most
important market, Honda UK will have a voice in the car's development, including its design.
Turner added that a gasoline version of the CR-Z would be considered if there were demand for
it. The CR-Z will join Honda's upcoming ground-up global hybrid, as well as a new Civic Hybrid,
in late or early If Honda hopes to sell half a million hybrids by like it claims, expect all three to
also be available in the United States. American Honda has a lot to do with that, and they won't
be pushing very hard for manuals or diesels, I'm sure. If we are really lucky we will get a hybrid
and a non-hybrid for engines, and a manual option at least on the sportiest trim. At least that
would be my guess. Well time will tell, hope that Honda pulls all the stops out on this one, I
would like the 2. Will post more when i have more to tell. January Yes, and apparently they are
still very gung-ho for hybrids, even as practically everything else in the pipeline gets cancelled.
My hopes are fading that there will be anything but a hybrid, automatic CRZ offered. Give it the
1. But don't make it auto-only, whatever you do. I prefer a 5-speed manual to a 6-speed. Five
speeds are sufficient if the gears are properly spaced. For my driving, I don't need close ratios,
making the sixth gear superfluous. Six speeds is okay for an automatic. I, too, would like to see
a gasoline only version of the CR-Z, and if the convertible has been nixed, then how about a
coupe? There is no fun in a car that has the most unresponsive gearbox like in the presant Civic
Hybrid and will be in the new Insight even with the best engine in the world. If this is to be a

hybrid then I think this type of gearbox will be part of it, that way the engine revs are at the
optimal revs for acceleration and de-acceleration for the hybrid drive discharging and
recharging. Would you design a sporty body like the CRZ then take away? By then making the
transmission un-sporty? I hope not. If the CRZ is on the Civic chassis as must be the Insight
then there are options for different engines and transmissions. I heard that the Insight will go on
sale on Earth Day, which is in April. I just hope they don't delay the debut of the CRZ because of
all this bad economic stuff going on right now. As you say, it is probably based on the Civic
platform making costs incremental, and I suppose most of the development has already been
completed, so I am keeping my fingers crossed that it will arrive on schedule, in which case we
will probably hear some new specifics about it by the end of this summer. Think this would be
bad news for Honda if they did. If demand is falling the last thing to do is to cut the potential for
new growth they should bring things forward so as to steel a march on their competitors This
vehicle has been in the making for the last two years now, it has the history of the CRX to live
up to; delay would be a big mistake. Time Honda got its finger out and made some positive
statement, its beginning to look like indecision or worse. I read that Honda has definitely
decided to offer only a hybrid version of this model. I'm disappointed, as I know you are. Like
you, the attributes associated with lighter, simpler and cheaper appeal to me. Therefore, I'd like
to see the hybrid supplemented by a choice of a 1. Even better, since I prefer diesels over
hybrids, the ideal engine choices, in my view, would be a 1. Unfortunately, t'aint gonna happen.
If you read the right ups for the Insight the MPG is not that good and has been upstaged by
Toyota but not the performance. Like a woman its looks, no good if you look under the hood to
find it the engine reminds you of your grandmother, yes we all want economy but you want
power to, if V W can produce the Blue Sport with a 2Lt diesel engine doing 50 to the gallon and
mph I am sure Mr. Honda can fit one of its diesel engines and still get good economy. The other
thing to bear in mind is the with any vehicle that has these batteries that at some point in its life
they will have to be replaced at great cost, this will greatly affect the cars second hand price.
February Where did you read that? I would be interested in reading it too. At TOV all the
enthusiasts are talking about how the days of Honda as we knew it are over, and soon it will just
be a pale imitation of Toyota. I sure hope not. It IS beginning to sound like the CRZ will be
nothing more than a reshaped 3-door Insight, in which case my interest in it will end post-haste.
Is it too much for me to hold out hope that it might have a stick and low weight? Low weight
was a specific design goal for this model, from what Honda published on it before. Low weight
and hybrid don't usually go together, but heck, the Insight with 5 doors is only going to weigh
around Could they get the CRZ under ? I think it's a possibility. If they could get it under the
pound threshold and offer it with a stick, I wouldn't mind that it was a hybrid. Indeed, I would
welcome the fuel economy. Hi have searched the net to try and find the article again and will let
you have the link when I find it again, Agree hope that Honda dont fall into that trap, keep
hearing stories of how honda are letting their build standard slip through out the range. Look
closely at the insight and you can see the CRZ scaled down its looking like the front will be the
only different shape. If the interior looks like the Insight then that will be the biggest turn off, I
am waiting for a car that stands out from the rest thought this might be it but if it turns out that
this is just a flashy concept to get your attention but ends up being another hair dressers car,
then like you time to look for something else. Honda only has its self to blame for comments
like you can read above, they are the only car manufacture that brings out a proposed new
model with the intention of putting it on sale and then have the argents to keep potential
customers in the dark for nearly 2 years as to its details. Looks like a good way to kill any
interest from the start. And no I fear you going to get the rubber band auto gear box of the
Insight. Powered by a transversely mounted 2. With a kerb weight of less than kg, the roadster
has been conceived to appeal to keen drivers. And yet, thanks to its advanced diesel powertrain
and modest weight, the car should also be capable of around 50mpg on the combined cycle and
better than 60mpg while touring. It was on a link, and was based on a news release from Honda.
It didn't say anything about transmission choices. More information on the CR-Z should be
available before long. I don't want to prejudge this car, but if it's as quiet as other hybrids, it
won't sound like a sporty car. A sporty exhaust note adds to the sporty feeling a car of this type
communicates. My favorite part of the article: "CVT is fine for the market, mostly. But we are
Honda! We must have a manual! I am sure the 1. But at pounds, if it had hp total including the
electric assist that would be fun anyway. More important to me would be the handling package none of that LRR-tires-and-eliminate-the-rear-sway philosophy to reduce weight and add mpgs
will be acceptable! I find it truly bizarre that Honda still plans on going ahead with a hybrid Fit,
given that the Insight is a hybrid Fit in all but name already. And I'm still on pins and needles, as
I have found that MT is usually the least accurate of all the magazines with its prognostications
Thought that this article would cheer you up, but I do think that the guy that wrote it was making

it up as he went along just a tad, his dates are well out and as much as I would like to see the 1.
Have posted this before but was told the engine would be a 1. This being much heavier and with
the odd tools in the back is not bad. Now if we can have the dash and seats that the concept has
we are on the way to something special. As for tires if its on 17" or 18" wheels and low profile's
it should stick to the road like [non-permissible content removed] to a blanket. I would like to
see the 2. With Honda killing off the S at the end of the year who knows what we may see when
this recession is over. I like your thinking! Although I think standard 16s and optional 17s would
be fine for the rims on such a small light car. And if the engine is really a 1. But 7 seconds
would be fast enough for me. I like the visual profile of the thing in that latest article you linked. I
think that with the very little news we have heard of it from Honda so far, it will NOT be
appearing late this year as a model. As to performance that would depend on what horse power
the electric motor has, if they up the engine cc to 1. Electric power torque is instant unlike a
combustion engine power has to be developed so if E horse power is a good proportion of total
output 0 to 60 would be very short. If you follow F1 racing this will be the first year that they will
be using KERS Kinetic Energy Recovery Systems this is the same technology that we are
talking of here. As to when you will see the car on the sales floor I would hope it would be the
same time as the UK and that looks like December So that should give you something to think
about, just hope my logic is correct. March Futuristic styling. Hybrid power. Advanced interior
design. This is an enviornment friendly,inspiring design vehisle. That reminds me I meant to
say, have you looked at this side profile Honda has posted? This thing has windows like gun
slits and a beltline so high I doubt even the driver's head would appear above it. Outward
visibility could be a nightmare in this thing. Like I have said before this car will sit on a Civic
chassis. That may be correct. But the efforts for making such a hybrid thing should be
appreciated. Sign In or Register to comment. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at View all Honda Vehicles. A
Sport mode livens things up a little, but the CR-Z never feels quick. We measured 35 mpg
overall in our tests, which is not impressive for a tiny hybrid. Handling is responsive and
relatively nimble, but the CR-Z falls short of being a sports car. The ride is jumpy and the cabin
is noisy. Having just two seats limits its appeal. Rear visibility is severely compromised, but at
least a rear-view camera is standard on all trim lines. Before you buy, make sure the car fits
your size. These exceptional models meet our very highest standards for performance, safety,
reliability, and more. Latest Honda Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another
Vehicle. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings
and reviews. We process personal data about users of our site, through the use of cookies and
other technologies, to deliver our services, personalize advertising, and to analyze site activity.
We may share certain information about our users with our advertising and analytics partners.
For additional details, refer to our Privacy Policy. You also acknowledge that this forum may be
hosted outside your country and you consent to the collection, storage, and processing of your
data in the country where this forum is hosted. I Agree. Login or Sign Up. Logging in By logging
into your account, you agree to our Privacy Policy , personal data processing and storage
practices as described therein. Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or user name? Since ,
we have asked users to sign their real name, first and last, to all posts in the PMDG forum. We
do this in order to keep conversations personal and familiar. You took the time to be here, we
want to get to know you. This is one of the few rigid rules that we enforce regularly. We do so
because we feel that forums in which users must engage one another personally are generally
warmer, more collegial and friendly. Posts that are unsigned will be quietly removed without
comment by the moderators, so to make your life easy- we recommend enabling your forum
signature so that you never need to remember. Do this by clicking the username pull-down at
the top right, then selecting "User Settings. Look for "Edit Post Signature. We are all simmers
here and no matter our differences of opinion, we share a common love of aviation, computing
and simulation. Treat everyone else in the forum with respect even when you disagree. If
someone frustrates you, walk away from the conversation or ask for a moderator to get
involved. Speaking of Moderators, they prefer not to be treated as "The Thought Police" but if
any behavior infringes on the enjoyment of another user or is otherwise considered to be
unacceptable in the moderator's judgment, it will be addressed in keeping with our view of
ensuring that this forum remains a healthy environment for all simmers. Threats and
intimidation may, at the moderator's discretion, be provided to law enforcement for handling.
Moderators will remove posts that are determined not to be factually accurate. If you have
questions related to copyrighted material, please contact a forum moderator for clarification.
We also like to hear what you think can be improved, or what isn't working. Please do tell us

and we will always treat your feedback with value. Just be sure to treat the team respectfully, as
they do put a significant amount of effort into building and maintaining these great simulation
products for you. Given the ratio of developers-to-users, it simply isn't possible for us to
answer every post and private message individually. Please know that we do try to read
everything, but developer workload is simply too high to manage personal contact with
tens-of-thousands of users simultaneously. In most cases, members of the development team
will stick to conversations in the forum and will not answer private messages. Every developer
offers something unique that helps to make the simming community larger and more vibrant.
We insist that you treat our friends respectfully. If a moderator has to weigh in to keep a thread
peaceful, please respect that effort and refrain from giving the moderator any grief. Any other
use of this forum is not permitted, including but not limited to discussion of pricing policies,
business practices, forum moderating policies, advertising of non-PMDG products, promotion
of events, services or products that are not approved in advance by PMDG or any other topic
deemed unacceptable by any forum administrator 12 HAVE FUN: This is the whole point of it all.
Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous template Next. Tags: None. I have
never figured that out. Comment Post Cancel. Think of the odds of that, I just encountered the
same issue while initiating a descent to a lower flight level due to turbulence. The FMC is
designed to step one direction only through takeoff, climb, cruise and descent and landing. You
cannot do anything to backup. Best thing to do is to understand what it is that you did to enter
descent mode. It is entirely possible to change cruise from one level to a lower one, but if you
do it wrong you end up with this conundrum. I suspected as much. Never mind. As Dan points
out, there is more than one other way to get down again. Will have to see if I can sort out the
next step climb point first. Thanks guys. I don't know what they're talking about this being a
dilemma. We do it all the time to recalculate descents based on a new cruise level given by ATC
or even when we enter a hold. We even do it in case we need to stop the climb and land back at
the departure airport engine failure, malfunctions, etc. You just need to set the correct cruising
level in CRZ page every time you change. There are many ways to do that but the one that will
work in every airplane is to just input the level in the FMC. For CRZ climbs or descents you can
use ALT INTV as well but be careful with the speed, as the airplane will look for the new level's
speed before reaching, and that can get you close to the 1. Captura de pantalla Last edited by
Aeromar ; 28Dec, I was going to say the same thing, Omar. Trying now I'm nice and light got the
same result. Pretty sure I can find my way to the FAF from here. There's currently a bug in this
logic, it should work the way Omar describes. It doesn't however in any PMDG product. It's in
the bugtracker already. I got around this a couple of times by playing with the cruise levels until
I eventually figured it out. Been too long ago though, I don't quite remember the fix anymore. It
had something to do with changing cruise levels around in a particular manner though. Thanks
Emi. I didn't think I'd done anything inherently wrong or different to what I've done dozens of
times before. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel. Details and photos below. Upgrades
include a serial number plaque from , a full Mugen body kit, front grille, inch XJ wheels, a black
aluminum shift knob, and most obviously, a huge wing spoiler. Honda is still working out the
pricing. The upshoot is a pair of sport hybrids that output horsepower and pound-feet of torque.
The powertrain gains an upgraded clutch to deal with the additional power flowing through the
six-speed transmission, a limited slip differential for better grip, and upgraded brakes. The
Hybrid R features a full interior, upgraded suspension and alloy wheels, while the CR-Z Racer is
gutted and caged with more race appropriate rolling stock. Neither of these concepts is
intended for sale. With seriously upgraded power and handling, the CR-Z Hybrid R Concept
represents the sort of sports hybrid that many enthusiasts would love for Honda to build. The
Hybrid R is more powerful than the standard CR-Z thanks to a turbocharger for its gasoline
engine and an output boost to its IMA hybrid drive system. The upshoot of these power mods is
horsepower and pound-feet of torque. The Hybrid R also receives an upgraded suspension and
a full aerodynamics kit. Upgraded brakes, clutch, and a limited slip differential on the front axle
are par for the course. The Konig CR-Z features a roof rack which is being put to good use and
an upgraded audio system that features an external speaker pod on its rear bumper. Although
Mugen is best known by tuners for its high quality performance upgrades, we were
disappointed to learn that the Mugen kit for the CR-Z consists totally of styling upgrades. This
custom features carbon fiber bits from Seibon including its prominent hood and an assortment
of suspension and rolling stock upgrades. The Wraptivo CR-Z gets a full vinyl wrap with a matte
black finish. Latest Honda CR-Z news, discussions, photos, and more! As the first available
sport hybrid, the CR-Z demonstrates new opportunities for vehicle personalization among the
import tuner community. Further, after purchase, each owner will receive a unique
serial-number plaque designating each kit as one of available. All of the painted parts will come
color-matched to each of the five available CR-Z colors. Pricing details will be made available

closer to the on-sale date. Two vehicles were on display to demonstrate currently available
Honda Genuine Accessories. For the CR-Z, Honda displayed a vehicle equipped with inch alloy
wheels; side, front lip and tailgate spoilers; a rear diffuser; an illuminated door-sill trim and an
interior armrest. Tuners were asked to push the limits to improve fuel economy and
performance with their builds, and the vehicles on display show the variety of directions in
which a personalized sport hybrid can go. For media inquiries please go to Honda Media
Newsroom. Home About. Posts Comments. Honda CRZ Forum. Archives December November
Blog at WordPress. By continuing to use this website, you agree to their use. To find out more,
including how to control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy. December 9, Leave a comment. First
it was a die-cast model of the Honda CR-Z convertible see photos below. Now comes word that
Honda is working on the real deal! A convertible Honda CR-Z! A convertible hybrid would be
another first for the industry. Check out the article below and let us know what you think! The
Honda CR-Z so far is getting mixed reviews from many publications. Whatever the case may be,
Honda has some big plans for the CR-Z in the future. Of course, being a convertible would mean
that the drop-top CR-Z will be a heavier car. With that in mind, sources say engineers are
considering a beefier hp gasoline-electric combination seen in the Hybrid R Concept. A Coilover
set gives you the flexibility of adjusting your suspension set up to match your driving
conditions. Street use, race use, track type, racing type, tires, and suspension set up can call be
taken into account when adjusting coilovers. This gives you greater flexibility in selecting your
cars handling dynamics. The engineers at Cusco have designed a new more efficient coilover
for daily street use and weekend time attacks. This coilover set is designed for daily street use
as well as the weekend track. The 24 way adjustable strut is extremely flexible and can be set to
each user preference and style of driving. C-West CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Eibach CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Fortune Motorsports CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Kanasai CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Mugen CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Noblesse CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Spoon CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Tanabe CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Tein CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Top Secret CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Wraptivo CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. From my understanding, on Honda
leases Honda Finance publishes residual values which must be adhered to by individual
dealers. Keep in mind that there are other factors that go into pricing a lease such as capitalized
cost and money factor. There are many online lease calculators that can help you determine
how much the monthly payment will be so be sure to check them out. Honda hybrid sales had
another good month with Civic Hybrids sold This increase was despite the fact that overall
hybrid sales were mixed with Toyota Prius sales being down 9. Looks like Honda is on the right
track with targeting customers seeking more excitement from their hybrids! See the attached
sales chart for a breakdown of all Honda vehicle sales in Oct American Honda Motor Co.
American Honda year-to-date sales reached 1,,, an increase of 5. Honda Division posted
October sales of 87,, an increase of The Accord was the top-selling Honda model for the month
with sales of 24,, up 8. Overall, Honda Division light-truck sales increased Acura Division posted
October sales of 11,, an increase of The MDX was the top-selling Acura model for the month
with sales of 3,, up 6. Acura TL sales totaled 3,, up Year-to-date, the DSR is calculated with days
for and days for All percentages reflect DSR. For media inquiries please visit Acura Media
Newsroom â€” Headlines. Mugen Accessories on Honda Website. The CR-Z is not your typical
hybrid. That much is clear. Its aggressive styling already sets it apart from other cars on the
road and especially from other hybrids. But starting in the spring of , those who wish to take it
up a notch or two will be able to visit their local Honda dealer and pick from a long list of
Genuine MUGEN accessories. The interior carries Recaro seats, numerous Honda genuine
accessories such as illuminated door sills, an HKS sport shift knob as well as alcantara-covered
panels. November 4, Leave a comment. And perhaps this really solidifies a changing of the
times considering Top Secret is well known for their wicked drift cars and high horsepower Zs
and Supras. Aftermarket manufacturers are going crazy out in Japan over hybrids and seeing
what Top Secret is developing for the CR-Z is slightly astonishing. Source: Autoguide. Create a
free website or blog at WordPress. Home About. Posts Comments. Honda CRZ Forum.
November 6, Mugen Accessories on Honda Website Quote:. Archives December November Blog
at WordPress. By continuing to use this website, you agree to their use. To find out more,
including how to control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy. Add your thoughts here Email

Required Name Required Website. Sport Hybrid with an emphasis on Sport. Kit includes the
front under spoiler, side spoilers and rear under spoiler. A Coilover set gives you the flexibility
of adjusting your suspension set up to match your driving conditions. Street use, race use,
track type, racing type, tires, and suspension set up can call be taken into account when
adjusting coilovers. This gives you greater flexibility in selecting your cars handling dynamics.
The engineers at Cusco have designed a new more efficient coilover for daily street use and
weekend time attacks. This coilover set is designed for daily street use as well as the weekend
track. The 24 way adjustable strut is extremely flexible and can be set to each user preference
and style of driving. C-West CR-Z â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-.
Eibach CR-Z â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Fortune Motorsports
CR-Z â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Kanasai CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Mugen CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Noblesse CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Spoon CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Tanabe CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Tein CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Top Secret CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. Wraptivo CR-Z
â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”-. From my understanding, on Honda
leases Honda Finance publishes residual values which must be adhered to by individual
dealers. Keep in mind that there are other factors that go into pricing a lease such as capitalized
cost and money factor. There are many online lease calculators that can help you determine
how much the monthly payment will be so be sure to check them out. Honda hybrid sales had
another good month with Civic Hybrids sold This increase was despite the fact that overall
hybrid sales were mixed with Toyota Prius sales being down 9. Looks like Honda is on the right
track with targeting customers seeking more excitement from their hybrids! See the attached
sales chart for a breakdown of all Honda vehicle sales in Oct American Honda Motor Co.
American Honda year-to-date sales reached 1,,, an increase of 5. Honda Division posted
October sales of 87,, an increase of The Accord was the top-selling Honda model for the month
with sales of 24,, up 8. Overall, Honda Division light-truck sales increased Acura Division posted
October sales of 11,, an increase of The MDX was the top-selling Acura model for the month
with sales of 3,, up 6. Acura TL sales totaled 3,, up Year-to-date, the DSR is calculated with days
for and days for All percentages reflect DSR. For media inquiries please visit Acura Media
Newsroom â€” Headlines. Mugen Accessories on Honda Website. The CR-Z is not your typical
hybrid. That much is clear. Its aggressive styling already sets it apart from other cars on the
road and especially from other hybrids. But starting in the spring of , those who wish to take it
up a notch or two will be able to visit their local Honda dealer and pick from a long list of
Genuine MUGEN accessories. The interior carries Recaro seats, numerous Honda genuine
accessories such as illuminated door sills, an HKS sport shift knob as well as alcantara-covered
panels. November 4, Leave a comment. And perhaps this really solidifies a changing of the
times considering Top Secret is well known for their wicked drift cars and high horsepower Zs
and Supras. Aftermarket manufacturers are going crazy out in Japan over hybrids and seeing
what Top Secret is developing for the CR-Z is slightly astonishing. Source: Autoguide. Home
About. Posts Comments. Honda CRZ Forum. November 6, Mugen Accessories on Honda
Website Quote:. Archives December November Blog at WordPress. By continuing to use this
website, you agree to their use. To find out more, including how to control cookies, see here:
Cookie Policy. Add your thoughts here Email Required Name Required Website. Sport Hybrid
with an emphasis on Sport. Kit includes the front under spoiler, side spoilers and rear under
spoiler. First it was a die-cast model of the Honda CR-Z convertible see photos below. Now
comes word that Honda is working on the real deal! A convertible Honda CR-Z! A convertible
hybrid would be another first for the industry. Check out the article below and let us know what
you think! The Honda CR-Z so far is getting mixed reviews from many publications. Whatever
the case may be, Honda has some big plans for the CR-Z in the future. Of course, being a
convertible would mean that the drop-top CR-Z will be a heavier car. With that in mind, sources
say engineers are considering a beefier hp gasoline-electric combination seen in the Hybrid R
Concept. When can we expect to see a drop-top CR-Z? Labels: CRZ Convertible. Direct From
Honda! The CR-Z is not your typical hybrid. That much is clear. Its aggressive styling already
sets it apart from other cars on the road and especially from other hybrids. But starting in the
spring of , those who wish to take it up a notch or two will be able to visit their local Honda
dealer and pick from a long list of Genuine MUGEN accessories. Labels: CRZ Forum. The
interior carries Recaro seats, numerous Honda genuine accessories such as illuminated door
sills, an HKS sport shift knob as well as alcantara-covered panels. Labels: wraptivo crz.

Bisimoto tuning of hp turbo 1. As the first available sport hybrid, the CR-Z demonstrates new
opportunities for vehicle personalization among the import tuner community. Further, after
purchase, each owner will receive a unique serial-number plaque designating each kit as one of
available. All of the painted parts will come color-matched to each of the five available CR-Z
colors. Pricing details will be made available closer to the on-sale date. Two vehicles were on
display to demonstrate currently available Honda Genuine Accessories. For the CR-Z, Honda
displayed a vehicle equipped with inch alloy wheels; side, front lip and tailgate spoilers; a rear
diffuser; an illuminated door-sill trim and an interior armrest. Tuners were asked to push the
limits to improve fuel economy and performance with their builds, and the vehicles on display
show the variety of directions in which a personalized sport hybrid can go. Newer Posts Home.
Subscribe to: Posts Atom. One of the CR-Z's more unique features is its 3-mode drive system.
This allows the driver to tailor the driving experience to the actual conditions or personal
preference. The default position is Normal. So whenever you turn the key it will always start out
in Normal mode, which provides standard settings for all systems. Sport mode allows the driver
to enjoy the performance side of the CR-Z to its fullest. In Sport mode, the CR-Z will use the
electric motor more aggressively, providing quicker acceleration and throttle response. Sport
mode also provides a sharper steering feelâ€”great for a curvy stretch of open road. This will
optimize vehicle power and accessory load for maximum efficiency. The 3-mode drive system
makes the CR-Z a versatile machine and gives the driver ultimate control over how the car
should perform. EPS response is similarly balanced and smooth. In addition, it runs the air
conditioner more efficiently and lengthens idle stops. EPS response is the same as in Normal
mode. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons!
Share your vehicle reviews. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. February
edited February February I think he has some of his numbers wrong like 33 highway EPA for the
manual, I believe it's projected to be 37 and none of the numbers are official for the U. The
release date is not far off now, so there should be some magazine test drives soon. I am seeing
good press on the new Fiesta and to a lesser extent the Abarth, so I've got some good backups
in mind! I think your right and we should let the car have a chance to prove its self, the fact that
its getting bad press lays at the feet of Honda, they have had this car as a concept to long kept
their prospective customers in the dark, changed the way it looks now from its original
conception and now it is looking like its not going to live up to its expectations. Think Honda
need to have a close look their public relations department, how many people like me got fed up
with waiting and have been seduced into buying something else. The ford focus is certainly a
machine to keep your eye on, the ST range looks to be the dogs gonads. I'm still wondering
what Honda was thinking when they designed this car. If it was meant to appeal to the car
enthusiast looking for an affordable, fun sporty two seater then they don;t really understand the
priorities of this type of buyer. For the aforementioned buyer the hybrid would be fine as long as
it did not mean a sacrifice in performance. Clearly this car is too much of a compromise 9.
Sadly,it looks like Honda is abandoning the fun to drive sportscar market. Think you are so
right, I find it sad that Honda are abandoning true sports car market especially when you look at
what they have made in the past , did this start with the withdrawal from F1 and are they just
looking to make cars for the family car market if so why produce the CRZ, this is like watching
and old friend become senile. We haven't seen a slalom number yet, but I bet it will shame lots
of expensive sports and sporty cars. And they haven't driven a manual with the NA gearing yet,
so 9. I am betting on Bottom line is it needs to be really fun to drive, and you can't always
predict that by the numbers, which is why I made the earlier remark that we need to see some
first drives to get a better sense of this thing at this point I saw photos of the new Odyssey
concept. It's looks very sleek and sporty and based upon the previous Odyssey model will
handle very well and will probably do in the mid- 8 second range or better. Not only will I be as
fast or faster than the CR-Z I will be able haul 6 more people and have more drink holders! I
think I'll I inform Honda that they don't have worry, just put a split rear window, a shark fin on
the roof, maybe a spoiler and a 6 speed manual and call it the Odyssey-Z and myself and all of
the other car enthusiasts will have our Honda sports car. Sorry but it does nothing for me, looks
like a people carrier nothing sporty here. The Camry V-6 will do in like 6 seconds or so. It is also
a pig of a vehicle just like the Odyssey, and can't carve a canyon worth a damn. Neither has any
attributes I am interested in. Give me a focused sport package every time. It's only one factor of
total performance. I agree that times are only one factor of performance, however,a lot of people
do look at a car's times and assuming the times are around in th 9. The biggest problem with
this car is Honda chose to make it a hybrid. A gasoline engine only would have been a much
better choice as it would have been faster, cheaper and lighter and if would have been attractive
a to wider market than this car which will appeal to very small market. Well 2-seat sporty cars

are almost by definition niche cars - there isn't a one that sells in any serious numbers. Highest
sales in 2-seaters is probably Miata which does what, like 20K per year? CRX was always a
niche car - they sold in small numbers but had a fiercely devoted following. If Honda isn't
prepared for CRZ sales to be somewhere below those of Miata, it has made the wrong choice
bringing this car back. But I think Honda probably is prepared for that, which is why they have
borrowed so much from Insight and Fit to design and build this thing - keeps the costs down.
And while CVT sprint numbers may be around 9. Makes you wonder why they didn't build a
model with the 1. This providing the CRZ can compete 0 to 60 in 9 seconds is not going to get a
look in its slower that the Civic The wife bought a new Civic yesterday and they are expecting
the CRZ in the show rooms in the summer. It goes on sale next week in Japan and they have pre
sales already so will not be long before we hear more. Have a look at the links below new
articles are coming every day now. March I wholeheartedly agree with everyone who believes
Honda should have offered a non-hybrid version, In fact, I'm still puzzled why Honda doesn't
offer a non-hybrid version as there really isn't any good reason not to offer a non-hybrid
version--and I challenge Honda to justify its in my opinion full hardy no offer a non-hybrid
version. Maybe Honda will eventually introduce a lower priced non-hybrid version of the CR-Z,
especially if the hybrid isn't well received. Announcing the pure gasoline version now could
undermine sales of the hybrid, and not permit Honda to gauge demand accurately. March edited
March Things are beginning to move here in the UK , just had a call from my local Honda dealer
asking if I am still interested in the CRZ and would I like to be invited to the opening day for the
car. Even though I have deserted to VW they still have offered the invite. It will be in the show
room on the 5th of June. The wedge-shaped, two-seat hatchback was almost killed twice
because engineers weren't convinced it was a unique concept and because U. When Norio
Tomobe was appointed chief engineer of the project in the summer of , the car was still a blank
sheet. And in the early years, the working model had a traditional gasoline engine. Today critics
assail the CR-Z as neither especially fuel-efficient nor sporty. And Tomobe is quick to admit at
least one thing he wishes the CR-Z had: "more horsepower. It was conceived as a 1. It aims to
be sporty with a six-speed stick-shift option but also comes in a version with continuously
variable transmission to squeeze out extra fuel economy. The result: a hp package that delivers
a 0-tomph time that, at 9. Note that here they are once again quoting the for the CVT model. I
still hold out hopes that the 6-speed will be significantly faster, and I wonder if the U. While
driving early prototypes, Iwamura relentlessly derided the car, Tomobe said. But when he got
behind the wheel of the final version, his reaction changed. Suddenly, the project was a go.
Tomobe, who cut his teeth as chief engineer on Japanese market projects such as the Mobilio
Spike and Elysion minivans, is unapologetic about the CR-Z's compromises. We are not
pursuing absolute maximum speed. What we aim for is a car that is exhilarating to drive. But
sporty handling makes up for it, Tomobe said. The three-mode drive system helps by delivering
extra throttle responsiveness. Drivers can select normal, economy or sporty driving modes. In
sporty mode, drivers of the CVT can simulate stepped shifting manually by flipping paddle
shifters on the steering wheel. Not only is its engine larger than the Insight's 1. This is to help
increase power at higher rpm and improve efficiency at lower speeds. Up to 2, rpm, one intake
valve per cylinder is closed to limit fuel consumption. Above that, all four valves are working to
optimize power. The CR-Z is also the first Honda hybrid to get a six-speed manual transmission
You ready for the sad part? Critics say Honda could score by offering a gasoline-only CR-Z. But
Tomobe said the company has ruled that out. The car's identity is too closely linked to being a
hybrid, he said. Generally, a car that doesn't know what it is trying to be ends up being no better
than average at most things, which is what I'm afraid of with this car. It does look, though, like it
will hit just about the right spot for what I need in a commute car. It would be nice to have a
commute car that is also fun to drive. So we will see There are two positive statements in this
article: 1 that Tomobe wished it had more horse power;2 the possibility of an higher powered R
version. And the article pointed out that this car is a compromise now that's a huge
understatement. Unfortunately I have many issues with the rest of the article. It worries me that
Tomobe states he was" satisfied" with the result how in the world can he be satisfied with such
a slow car and of course this is why Honda does not disclose the times that does not get all that
great gas mileage. Furthermore, his explanation on why he decided against a gasoline version
is clearly and an attempt to put "spin" on a questionable decision. I mean seriously does he
really think anyone would buy the statement that the car was too closely identified with a hybrid
and that was the reason not to do a gasoline only version. This is pure b. I am further appalled
by his statement that this is the future of Honda sports cars--if this is the future ie. Finally, what
does he mean the CR-Z is suppose to be an" intelligent sports car"? Does this mean a
non-hybrid sportscar like a Ferrari is a "dumb sports car"? Or is he saying that people who want
a non-hybrid sports car with more horse power and speed are stupid? While I appreciate Mr.

Tomobe explaining the CR-Z, I still remain unconvinced that the right decisions were made for
this car. Yet it was a delight to drive and outhandled everything in the field. On anything but a
straight circuit, it would give cars costing twice as much a run for their money. That might be
how the CRZ is a "smart" sporty coupe. The problem is the remark you referred to earlier: that
the car will be "too closely identified with hybrids" to offer a gasoline engine. This is
marketing-speak which right away is a bad sign for CRZ and indeed for Honda as a whole for
"we want to sell more hybrids and nobody bought the Civic hybrid because they couldn't tell it
apart from the gas Civics". What a joke , and sport comes a distant second. So we will see what
they produce. The problem would be if the FIT gives it a run for its money. Would your opinion
be different if the CR-Z cost more than 20K? Well, people are speculating that its price will be
that high based on direct currency exchanges with its overseas price. Almost everything in it
will come off the Insight or out of the Fit. You could be right, however even Motor Trend which
seem to be very positive of the CR-Z is stating mid 20's for the price. Well, it must excite some
people The CR-Z, a gasoline-electric hybrid, can travel up to 25 kilometers 15 miles on a liter 0.
Of course, that's in Japan, where they will sell a tiny-engined 60 mpg CRZ. It would be
interesting to see if this sales trend continues. However, Japan is a totally different market then
here. I read the latest test drive by Motor Trend basically the reviewer found it to be very
responsive, however, he never once stated he was impressed with the power or speed of the
car. Judging from the article this was not really true test drive as we still don't have any real
times etc,. The reviewer states the car did in 9 seconds flat making it sound like it was an actual
timed speed but the spec chart states the times is an estimate. Interestingly, the same article on
a UK blog's chart states the was Based upon all of the foregoing and the Japan test drive
times-- I think it is pretty safe to assume that at best the times will be in the mid 9 second range.
Which of course just confirms what eveyone has been saying-- that the CR-Z is slow. I meant so
say that Honda is not stating the times because it Honda knows that the time will not impress
anyone,. However, it will make lb-ft of torque at rpm. That is the same as the ''01 Integra which
weighed the same, but at rpm instead of the rpm the Integra achieved it at. That ought to make
for decent launches. Indeed, the Integra only made about 18 more horses, and that was a very
fun car to drive, still is. And it made maybe mpg on a really good day, which will be about 10
less than what the CRZ will do, by my guess. Plus, the base CRZ won't be the cheap-out model
that the base Insight is, in fact I am thinking there isn't much I would want from the EX, certainly
nothing I would pay extra for. That just leaves aluminum pedals and shifter and a subwoofer,
stuff I can easily put in myself at any time if I am so inclined. I realize lots of people want lots of
different things out of this car, so YMMV. April The recently released CR-Z hybrid sports-eco car
has racked up 10 times the sales Honda was expecting, with 10, cars being snapped up at
dealerships across Japan A hp, 1. That might not sound exciting, but with a hp electric motor
assisting low-rpm response, the little Honda offers adequate acceleration. The metal-hydride
battery pack under the trunk space supplies the voltage powering the flywheel-mounted
brushless motor, supplying 58 lb-ft of torque instantly, allowing us to zip through Tokyo traffic
effortlessly. There are sport, normal and eco modes, with eco decreasing throttle response to
boost fuel economy. The six-speed manual was a pleasure, offering a short and precise
stroke--typical Honda. We also drove the CVT-equipped car, which is marginally more
economical, returning These are Japanese figures, so don't expect cars to be quite so
economical in the real world. During our drive through town, we averaged 35 mpg, a respectable
figure considering Tokyo's clogged streets. The CR-Z shares most underpinnings with the
Insight but boasts a shorter wheelbase and wider front and rear tracks. The CR-Z comes alive in
corners, but it might be a little too stiff for the daily commute. The car is quiet at low rpm and
shuts off at stops. Having two back seats, however small, is so helpful for those occasional
times I need to cram a third person in my car. This link is for you , Nippon Will have to test drive
the CRZ in June when they will be available just to see what I have missed it certainly sounds
interesting but I will not be trading in my Scirocco. Will post how the test drive goes. On another
note see an old CRX today it still has style and it gave a good account of its self but he could
not catch me. April edited April Great video, thanks tifighter!! I think I will be driving mine in
sport mode all the time, and since we don't get the Scirocco in the States, I'm wracking my brain
thinking of anything this really competes with head to head. I guess the base Mini Cooper would
be it. And a back seat, which the CRZ doesn't have. If Mini can pull those numbers from their car
without diesel or hybrid parts, why can't Honda? I bet the other two have VW beat in the
handling department by a goodly margin I like the CR-Z. I'd take either over a Mini, I think. Also,
I 'm going to guess that the CR-Z will start in the low 20's, so it will split the two in cost. The
dollar hasn't gained on the yen for awhile now, but I'd like to be wrong. Yeah, but even the GTI
drives like a well-controlled heavy car, which is what it is. The Mini drives like it's small and
light, and I expect the Honda to do the same. And that's the feel I prefer. And if the CRZ ends up

being a letdown, I will probably end up in a Mini next year, with all the unwanted bright bits in
the interior, and the annoying toggle switches and the pie-sized center speedo next to my knee,
about four yards BELOW my line of sight. Hi do you not get the Golf GTD in the US it has the
engine that i have and it goes like hell but the same fuel economy as the lesser engine. Our Golf
TDI has hp, not the you get. Apart from that, it has most of the chassis upgrades of the gas GTI,
so it handles pretty well, but it is better for highway cruising than canyon carving. I believe the
iron diesel engine is heavier than the gas engine too, so there's more weight over the front axle.
One other dark horse for my next car is the new Fiesta. I will check one out when they become
available in the summer, and they are supposed to handle well but have a lousy shifter. One
thing I just can't abide is a lousy shifter. Cant believe your only choice is the its so slow, you
can get a re-mapped to here and the to on the Scirocco the weight difference between petrol
and diesel is 22 kilos just under 50 pounds so not massive. A Focus ST-2 is the same price as
the base CRZ, if your thinking of one of these it will leave the CRZ at the side of the road wile its
still trying to engage first gear but it might not do much for fuel economy. May edited May
Expectations are low of Honda at present, and the CRZ is no exception. It belongs in Future
Vehicles, which it still is May I still believe this car needs more power and no one, even Honda,
would call this car fast. This car merits would seem to rest almost entirely upon its supposed
"sports car" handling--it may not deliver on this either, as a recent Popular Mechanics review
states' June I was wondering if you anyone else could tell me if anything is amiss in Honda's
claim that the CR-Z will deliver its maximum torque lbs at rpm. It seems to me that the gasoline
engine would need more rpms than to deliver its maximum torque and the electric motor's
torque is not enough to make up the difference. Well at last I have seen and sat in a CRZ must
say I am impressed with the interior, soft luxurious grey leather although not supportive, the
dash looks good to. In the UK we get a rear seat this is black cloth and blends into the back
shelf. The rear seat is nothing to write home about and would only be suitable for a small child
to sit in but ok for dumping the odd bag. Boot space is at a premium because of the batteries
under the floor The car its self gets a second look the dealer had one in white and one in black
but the white looks better. No I have yet to have a drive and as I am off on holiday to Turkey
tomorrow for two weeks so I will have to wait but I have been promise a test drive even though
there is not much chance of me buying one. I just got back from Osaka where I saw quite a few
of these on the road. Clearly, Japan has embraced it, which is probably not too surprising. I
have to say, it does look a lot better in person, particularly in a rather nice shade a blue that I
saw. Honda has released CR-Z pricing today. July Not fast enough to run with proper sport
coupes, but just right to be a commute car that isn't boring to drive like my current one is There
is potential problem for those of us expecting to drive this car for the "sportiness" as I think we
would all agree that in order for the CR-Z to have any sportlike acceleration at all that it needs
the additional torque and hp from the electric motor. Thus, if you manage to deplete the battery
as a few of the test driver's managed to do, the electric motor shuts off and the CR-Z is left to
flounder with its low hp gasoline engine alone. Since, the CR-Z would never be called fast I still
think its too underpowered and I can't believe Honda gave it so little power and still promote it
as a sporty car what you're a left with is an even slower slow car. Of course, Honda could have
easily avoided this problem it it had done the smart thing and forego the hybrid system
altogether. Or if it had to be a hybrd--Honda should have given at a gasoline engine that
produced at least hp. July edited July That's basically the same fuel economy as this CRZ,
which is half the size and weighs pounds less! And imagine what this car would drive like with
hp!! Yes, if they had just put the 1. And then give it the 6-speed, and you could get that highway
number up by another couple of points. But if Honda had the HSD system that Toyota has, I bet
this car could make a solid 50 mpg - Prius is right in this ballpark power-wise, is heavier, and we
all know how that one does for mpg Honda needs to completely rework its hybrid
05 f150 motor
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powertrains until they are competitive with other automakers, and use smaller gas engines for
better fuel economy in the meantime. Imagine the Fit's engine, with an rpm redline, in the CRZ!
I'm thinking hp from a 1. August As any one seen Honda's latest concept to go on sale its a
replacment for the S roadster. It has a 2lt petrol hybrid engine mid engine rear wheel drive
based on a fit chassis but made of aluminium. Autocar mag 23 June page 8 this is a uk
publication. I test drove a black, 6-speed CR-Z yesterday in the rain and came away impressed.
Handling at normal speeds it was raining, as I said was tight. Not as stiff as a Civic Si, and not
as smooth as an Accord. Surprisingly quick in Sport mode. I'm seriously interested, but don't
think I can give up the back seat capacity of my Accord. Or maybe I can September edited

September I am getting almost 42mpg and very much enjoy my CR-Z. See more Car Pictures at
CarSpace. September Enjoy your new ride Sign In or Register to comment.

